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Brief guide for reading the B-M candidate’s profile 

Dictionary: 
 
Skills – reflects the abilities that a candidate has. 
Behavioral preferences – reflects how the candidate prefers to behave based on background, personal life and professional experiences, education etc. 
 

 
How to interpret the graphic: 

 
The highest level for a Skill or a Behavioral preference is supported by the second-highest level, meaning that the second one shows  how the first one is achieved, 
and so on for the following levels. 
 
In this particular case: Perfectionism or close attention to details are supported by the Collaboration with the purpose of Achieving Results. The candidate will 
have a consistent contribution as a Team Member to achieve the established objectives. 
  
The differences that appear between the skills and behavior should be considered in the following manner: 
- the Skills level > the Behavioral preference level shows that the candidate skills are currently under-used, which might cause, in time, demotivation if the 
difference is higher than 0.3. 
- the Skills level < the Behavioral preference level means that the candidate stretches his skills / goes out from his comfort zone to cope with the job requirements. 
A difference up to 0.3 might be a way of developing that particular skill.  Another way, in the long term, might cause the “the burn-out” effect. 
The differences are in the margin of 0.3 in this case. 

Note: For a detailed discussion on the candidate’s behavioral preferences, please do not hesitate to send a message at eac@bright-minded.com Thank you. 
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Candidate’s B-M Profile 

Behavioral Preferences Values

Finisher 4.30

Team's Member 4.28

Evaluator 4.09

Implementor 4.08

Achiever 4.04

Coordinator 3.98

Communicator 3.97

Innovator 3.85

Skills Values

Perfectionism 4.53

Collaboration 4.44

Results-oriented 4.33

Communication 4.17

Controlling 4.12

Analysis 3.95

Coordination 3.72

Flexibility 3.57
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DB3120’s B-M Profile – Descriptive details 

Behavioral preferences: 
  
Excellent (4,5 – 5) 
 Strong behavioral preferences for high ethical standards based on honesty and kept promises. Can be entrusted with confidential information. 
 Work meticulous, careful and accurate in a systematic and well-organized manner, paying close attention to small details. Always perform to high standards. 
 Consistently manages to complete all actions within the set deadlines, overcoming encountered obstacles and getting results that raise the stakes for others. Most 

of the time have a positive impact on the team/company as a whole. 
 When deciding, in order to reach clear and logical conclusions, the candidate has a strong preference to consider all the pros and cons arguments plus their short 

and long-term impact. 
 Always show awareness for the feelings of others and compassion. 
 Always take the initiative to make things happen, showing determination when dealing with problems. Most of the time knows when to finish planning and start 

implementation. Take timely and firm decisions. Driven to succeed independently. 
 Strong preference for a pro-active behavior, working comfortably with a minimum of supervision. Used to set priorities on a daily basis, keeping track of self-actions 

until the objectives' achievement. 
  
Good (4 – 4,49) 
 Preference for using step-by-step policies and procedures, working systematically and orderly. Seeking to reach consensus asking for others' opinions. 
 The candidate has a strong preference for continuous learning and improvement, identifying and exploiting the resources needed to cover the gaps. Accept 

constructive criticism. 
  
To be developed (3 – 3 .49) 
 Dare to take calculated bold risks and approach work more often with imagination and originality. 


